Correction to Schlaghecken et al. (2006)

In the article, "Dissociating Local and Global Levels of Perceptuo-Motor Control in Masked Priming," by Friederike Schlaghecken, Howard Bowman, and Martin Eimer (Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 2006, Vol. 32, No. 3, pp. 618–632), Figure 5 was inadvertently duplicated in the production process and was incorrectly substituted in place of the original Figure 6 submitted by the authors. The correct figure and caption that should have appeared for Figure 6 are listed below:

![Graph showing reaction times (RTs) and error rates for compatible, neutral, and incompatible trials under two- and four-alternative choice task conditions.](image)

**Figure 6.** Results of Experiment 2. Reaction times (RTs, line graphs) and error rates (bar graphs) in compatible, neutral, and incompatible trials under two-alternative choice task (2ACT) conditions (black circles, black bars) and under four-alternative choice task (4ACT) conditions (white diamonds, white bars). ISI = interstimulus interval.
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